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• Does your child worry about some of the 
everyday things they have to do?

• Does your child get easily upset or frustrated 
when things don't go according to plan?

• Does your child become anxious when trying 
out new things or going to new places?



• Helping our children manage their worries and 
big feelings.

• Responding positively to our children when 
they feel worried, anxious or angry. 

• Taking time to think, reflect & share 
experiences and ideas with each other.







Part 1 : 

Helping our 
children manage 
their worries and 
anxiety and how 
we can respond 

positively.





• Worry is exact; anxiety is general

• Worry makes sense; anxiety is irrational

• Worry is limited/escapable; anxiety is everywhere

• Worry is verbal/mental; anxiety is 

physical

• Worry leaves us stressed; anxiety leaves us afraid

• We talk about worries but hide anxiety

• Worry is manageable; anxiety is beyond our control

• Anxiety affects your functioning

• Worry can leave you upset; anxiety can leave you distressed

• Worry eventually passes; anxiety stays or worsens



Everyday Feelings…

• Come and go…

• Are a normal reaction 
to what’s going on in 
our lives…

• They are always 
changing and don’t 
hang around for too 
long…

Overwhelming Feelings…

• Hang around for a long 
time…

• Change the way we feel 
and behave…

• May stop us from doing 
the things we want in 
life…

• Can lead to Mental 
Illness…





Age Normal fear

Birth- 6 months Loud noises, loss of physical support, rapidly approaching objects

7- 12 months Strangers, unexpected objects, separation from parents

1- 5 years Strangers, monsters, the dark, animals, separation from parents, toilets, 
loud noises

6- 12 years Supernatural, bodily injury, disease, burglars, failure, criticism, 
punishment

12- 18 years Performance in school, loss of peer relationships, appearance





• Don’t worry!

• It’s no big deal…

• You’ll be fine…

• There’s nothing to be afraid of…

• You just need to sleep more…

• I’ll do it…

• It’s all in your head…

• Hurry up!

• Stop thinking about it!

• I don’t know what you need…



• First respond to the ‘Primitive’ brain at the back: strong, 
slow, steady. And ‘breathe’.

 Try ‘Hot Chocolate’ Breathing

 Counting down slowly from 10 to 1

• Then the ‘Emotional’ brain in the middle: touch, validation, 
warmth. ‘I’m here, I see you’. 

• And hello ‘Thinking’ brain: move towards brave behaviour. 
‘You can do this, I know you can’.

 Be their ‘Emotional Regulator Coach’

 Don’t take the worry away, acknowledge it, normalise

it & de-catastrophize it

 Practice problem-solving…what if?

 Practice positive thinking: fixed or temporary?



• Make time to share and talk…a problem 

shared is a problem halved!

• Give the worry a name

• Read a ‘Worry’ book with them

• Make a ‘Worry’ box or jar

• Introduce a ‘Worry’ monster

• Write a diary: capture happy thoughts too

• Be positive, focus on things to be grateful for

• Practice breathing techniques, mindfulness

• Find your personal ways to relax e.g. listen to 

music

• Get active, get outdoors, Get good sleep

• Ensure media is age-appropriate so that it does not add 

to their worries or fears, or bring them ‘alive’



• Give them some strategies/ 
ways to solve the problem 
themselves first.

• If they do share a worry or 
concern give them the tools 
to solve it – (talk to the 
teacher) but equip your 
child too.  As parents we 
cannot “solve” everything 
for them.

• Not to see negatives as 
“fixed” or permanent, avoid 
words like ‘always’ or 
‘never’.

• Try not to catastrophize.

• See new things and changes 
as natural next steps.

• Support our children to 
reframe the way they see 
things… “I can’t do 
this…YET!”

• Try not to let your child see 
if you’re anxious about 
something- model 
confidence and model the 
confidence you have in your 
child.



• Step 1: Slow down, stop and think.  Use 
cool thoughts, not hot thoughts.

• Step 2: Take the other person’s 
perspective, stand in another’s shoes.

• Step 3: What options have you got?  
Think/ talk through options and decide 
which would be the best way forward. 

• Step 3:  How did it go? If the solution 
did not work, try another…



• Model optimistic language

• Children most at risk believe negatives 
are permanent- by contrast children that 
bounce back from set backs believe 
causes of bad events are temporary

• Avoid words such as “always, never, 
none..”

• “Counting our blessings”/ being 
appreciative

• Notice all the interesting and beautiful 
things around you, however small these 
are, and take pleasure in them

• Role of exercise and keeping active

• Acts of kindness towards others- (help 
us to feel good about ourselves!)

“Learning the skills of optimism not only 
reduces the risk of depression but boosts 

self-esteem and provides children with the 
self-reliance they need as they approach the 

teenage years and beyond.”

The Optimistic Child by Martin Seligman





Part 2 : 

Helping our 
children manage 
their anger and 

how we can 
respond 

positively.





• It’s ok to feel angry- we all do and sometimes 
anger is an appropriate emotion- e.g. in 
response to injustice.

• …but if we feel angry it is not ok to respond 
physically- hurting others- shouting

• How to help when we do feel anger….





1. Teach Your Child About Feelings 
• Children are more likely to lash out when they don’t understand their 

feelings or they’re not able to verbalise them. A child who can’t say, “I’m 
angry,” may try to show you they're angry by lashing out. Or a child who 
isn’t able to explain that they are sad may misbehave to get your 
attention.

• Help your child learn to identify and label their feelings.

• Begin teaching your child basic feeling words such as mad, sad, happy, and 
scared. Label your child's feelings for them by saying, "It looks like you feel 
really angry right now." Over time, they will learn to label their emotions.

• As your child develops a better understanding of their emotions and how 
to describe them, teach them more sophisticated words such as 
frustrated, disappointed, worried, and lonely.



2. Create an Anger Traffic 
Light System

• Green: staying calm, keep 
it up, lots of praise!

• Amber: starting to feel a 
change in our mood, 
feelings and/or body; time 
to use our calming 
strategies to prevent us 
reaching red.

• Red: STOP and THINK!!!



3.  Develop a Plan to Help Your Child Calm Down 
• Teach children what to do when they begin to feel angry. Rather than throw toys when they 

are frustrated or hit their sister when they are annoyed, teach them healthier strategies that 
help with anger.

• Encourage children to take ‘time to calm down’. You may need this too!

• Encourage them to colour, read a book, or engage in another calming activity until they are 
calm enough to resume their activity.

• You might even create a ‘calm down kit’. A kit could include your child's favourite colouring 
books and some crayons, a fun book to read, stickers, a favourite toy, or cream that smells 
good, sensory objects like feathers or soft material.

• When they are upset, you can say, ‘Go and get your calm down kit,’ and encourage them to 
take responsibility for calming themselves down.



4. Teach Specific Anger Management Strategies 

One of the best ways to help an angry child is to teach them 
specific anger management strategies e.g.

• Asking for a break, take ‘time to calm down’ (for both of you!)

• Going for a quick walk.

• Deep breathing exercises.

• Counting to 10 slowly and back again to 0.

• Repeating a helpful phrase might also help. 

• Physical exercise.

• Clenching fists.

• Ripping up paper…



5. Make Sure Angry Outbursts Aren’t Effective 

Sometimes children exhibit angry outbursts because it’s an effective way to get their needs met. If a child 
throws a temper tantrum and their parents give them a toy to keep them quiet, they will learn temper 
tantrums are effective. Don’t give in to your child to avoid a meltdown. Although that may be easier in the 
short-term, in the long run giving in will only make behaviour problems and aggression worse.

6. Giving Choices and Consequences 

Used well, Choices and Consequences keeps you in charge while your child keeps some power too. If children 
are given no choice, they will feel powerless, which usually brings with it a host of other feelings – and results 
in hard-to-handle behaviour. This approach supports the ‘Authoritative’ Parenting Style and helps build our 
children’s self-esteem.

Key Steps for giving Choices and Consequences:

1. Be clear and specific about the positive and negative choice of behaviour, and the positive and negative consequences that 
will follow.

2. Relate the consequences to the behaviour.

3. Choose consequences that mean something to the child.

4. Use a calm, clear voice; threats, a threatening manner, ultimatums are counter-productive.

5. Only give choices if it’s the right situation e.g. would you like an apple or a banana? What game would you like to play?

6. Choose consequences you can keep to (without ‘punishing’ yourself)

7. Give the child a few moments to reflect before asking for a decision.



7. Avoid Violent Media 

If your child struggles with anger, exposing them to violent TV 
shows/films or games is not going to be helpful. Prevent them 
from witnessing violence and instead, focus on exposing them to 
books, games, and shows that model healthy conflict resolution 
skills. 





“When children feel genuinely loved, their 
whole world looks brighter.  Their inner spirit is 

more secure and they are far more likely to 
reach their potential for good in the world.”

Dr Gary Chapman and Ross Campbell

Authors of ‘The Five Love Languages of Children’.



• I don’t like your behaviour but ‘I still love 
YOU……’

• Unconditional love….

• Our children need to feel it….

• When a child is struggling/ through 
adolescence they can find it hard to accept 
love…but they still need to know it’s there.





• Unconditional love- they need to 
feel it

• I may not always like your 
behaviour but I always love you

• Being the best they can be (not 
THE best)

• Seeing a child as a whole child-
celebrating who they are and 
their skills avoid focus being just 
the academic

• Avoid drawing comparisons 
between your children

• Use of purposeful praise-
praising effort rather than 
attainment

• Choosing battles

• Remaining calm

• Encourage children to foster 
friendships and relationships

• Encourage hobbies/ interests/ 
activity

• 1 to 1 time

• We are helping our children 
move from parental control to 
self-control










